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Abstract: Wind farm control methods allow for a more flexible use of wind power plants over the
baseline operation. They can be used to increase the power generated, to track a reference power
signal or to reduce structural loads on a farm-wide level. Model-based control strategies have the
advantage that prior knowledge can be included, for instance by simulating the current flow field
state into the near future to take adequate control actions. This state needs to describe the real system
as accurately as possible. This paper discusses what state estimation methods are suitable for wind
farm flow field estimation and how they can be applied to the dynamic engineering model FLORIDyn.
In particular, we derive an Ensemble Kalman Filter framework which can identify heterogeneous
and changing wind speeds and wind directions across a wind farm. It does so based on the power
generated by the turbines and wind direction measurements at the turbine locations. Next to the
states, this framework quantifies uncertainty for the resulting state estimates. We also highlight
challenges that arise when ensemble methods are applied to particle-based flow field simulations.
The development of a flow field estimation framework for dynamic low-fidelity wind farm models is
an essential step toward real-time dynamic model-based closed-loop wind farm control.

Keywords: wind field estimation; dynamic wind farm modelling; wind farm control; ensemble
Kalman filter

1. Introduction

Wind turbines are frequently positioned in a wind farm in such a way as to minimize
electrical cabling costs and to utilize given space as efficiently as possible. In this context,
wake effects can have a significant impact on the power generated by the wind farm: as
one turbine extracts energy from the flow, a downstream turbine experiences lower wind
speeds and generates less energy [1]. The impact of wakes can be reduced by wind farm
layout optimization and by changing the way wind turbines are controlled. Wind farm
control (WFC) methods utilize the degrees of freedom a wind turbine provides in order to
improve the wind farm’s performance [2]. This can be performed, for instance, to increase
power generated or to reduce loads on the turbines to extend their lifetime.

Model-based WFC methods utilize a surrogate model to find the optimal control
inputs for the wind farm. This has shown to be successful in steady state, for instance
with the method of wake steering [1], where turbines are purposefully misaligned with
the main wind direction to deflect their wake. For steady-state conditions, set points can
be calculated offline and are then applied using a look-up table during operation. More
recent publications iterate on the approach and aim to also include dynamic effects, some
of which are discussed here:

Dynamic wake effects can be approximated at a low computational cost by reducing
the underlying physics. One example is the free-vortex method, which reduces the simu-
lation scope to vortices shed by the rotor and their interaction with one another. Recent
work has shown that the free-vortex method, paired with an adjoint-optimization, can be
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used for model predictive control [3]. In the presented work, the algorithm is applied to a
two-turbine wind farm during a wind direction change, where the flow field conditions
are prescribed on a global scale. While successful at a small scale, the method is currently
limited to low numbers of turbines. This is due to a steep increase in computational cost
and numerical instabilities. The free-vortex method further has inherent difficulties to
accurately describe the wake behavior once the wake does break down. The distance at
which the free vortex method begins to become inaccurate is subject to ongoing research
and can vary across different implementations. Another way of approximating dynamic
effects in wind farms is to decrease the time scale at which steady-state models are used.
In [4], the authors use a steady-state model but adapt it to take changing atmospheric
conditions on a longer time scale into account (minutes to hours). This way, they achieved
dynamic closed loop control with a steady-state model across a full diurnal cycle. The
model does not feature a dedicated flow field model but rather averages the environmental
conditions over time. On a shorter time scale of seconds to minutes, there are only a few
models which aim to simulate the flow behavior in a wind farm at a low computational
cost in order to provide control inputs in real time.

One such model is the FLOw Redirection and Induction Dynamics (FLORIDyn) model,
originally published in [5] and more recently revised in [6,7]. The model can take hetero-
geneous and transient flow conditions into account and can simulate the propagation of
turbine state changes through the wake. This is achieved by creating particles, so-called
Observation Points (OPs), at the rotor plane. These inherit the turbine state and the wind
field state at the time of their creation. Each OP then proceeds to propagate downstream
according to the wind speed and direction it has inherited. The turbine state, together with
the wind field state and the OP location, provide enough information to approximate the
influence of the turbine wake in the proximity of the OP. The FLORIDyn model uses a
parametric wake model, designed for steady state, to calculate the wind speed deficit. The
model therefore adds flow and advection dynamics to a computationally cheap steady-
state wake model. Multiple similar models have been published recently, which are briefly
described below.

The FOWFSim-Dyn model presented by [8] provides a basis for a dynamic description
of floating wind farms. It couples a parametric wake model with turbines on floaters,
constrained by mooring lines. Based on the inflow, the turbines change their location
and the wakes adapt. The inflow is assumed to be uniform throughout the domain and
is modeled as an imposed function of time. The model UFLORIS is presented in [9]. It
makes similar design choices as FLORIDyn, in its switch from [6] to [7]: instead of using
multiple OP chains to cover the entire wake, the model employs only one chain of OPs
along the center line. UFLORIS employs a 2D wake and models the wind speed as part of
the Observation Point’s state. The model presented in [10] takes a different approach and
models the wind field as its own set of ambient OPs which propagate at a different speed
than the wake OPs. The model also incorporates crosswind components at the rotor plane
and is able to show meandering effects in the wake. Similarly, Ref. [11] also employs a set
of wake-OPs and ambient-OPs to differentiate between the background flow behavior and
the wake dynamics.

The emergence of various dynamic parametric wake models shows that the field is
maturing and different design choices are being explored. A common goal for these models
is to be applied in a wind farm context for real-time control purposes. To achieve this, an
estimation framework is needed to identify the current wind field state. The identified state
can then be used to simulate into the near future and to decide on the best control actions.
Without estimation, the model does not have knowledge of the real-life circumstances and
does not lead to useful predictions. In previous work [12], a Kalman filter is proposed
to estimate the wind speed in FLORIDyn with promising results. However, the work is
lacking a wind direction estimation, and this approach does not estimate the uncertainty of
the system states but rather assumes prior knowledge of it.
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An alternative estimation method is the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) [13]. The
EnKF follows an ensemble-based data assimilation approach and aims to estimate the state
by simulating many different versions of the model. Each realization of the model has its
own state and forms one ensemble. The states differ across all ensembles and diverge over
time if not corrected. During the correction step, the differences between the ensemble states
are used to approximate the state-error-covariance matrix, which allows the calculation of
the Kalman gain matrix. The capability to approximate the state-error-covariance matrix is
the property of the EnKF which simplifies what is a major tuning effort in other Kalman
filter implementations. Therefore, the state estimation of nonlinear systems with the
EnKF is relatively easy compared to other methods, which might require more system
information, such as derivatives. The reduced mathematical effort comes at the cost of more
computational effort in the simulations. As a result of increasing computational capacities
and the parallelizable nature of the EnKF, this trade-off has become more tolerable. The
method can be used to estimate the state of complex nonlinear systems as well as the
uncertainty of an identified state, a property which is useful for solving control problems
in a robust manner. Successful applications of the EnKF include flow problems [14–19],
which make it particularly interesting for wind farm flow field estimation.

In a similar problem setting to FLORIDyn, an EnKF is used in [16] with the wind
farm model WFSim to estimate the state of the flow. The EnKF returns promising results
including the uncertainties of the states in addition to a computational setup which can
easily be adopted to keep the computational cost low. However, an elementary difference
between the work of [16] and FLORIDyn is that WFSim has states at fixed locations, whereas
FLORIDyn propagates its states and is essentially a particle simulation. This requires an
adaptation on how the EnKF can be applied compared to its textbook examples. The work
of [14] pioneered the application of the EnKF in an adaptive mesh simulation, something
which has been further developed in [15,17]. A recent publication [19] adapts the problem
statement by incorporating Lagrangian particles in a mesh simulation. This work presents
characteristics close to FLORIDyn and shows that the EnKF can be applied for particle
simulations. The mere fact that an EnKF framework can be applied to a dynamic-low-
fidelity model has been shown by [18]: based on the power generated, an EnKF corrects
the wind speed deficit and the wake expansion.

Similar estimation techniques to the EnKF are the Unscented Kalman Filter
(UKF) [20], and variational data assimilation, such as the Four-Dimensional Variational
method (4D-Var) [21]. The UKF propagates selected versions of the state vector, called
sigma vectors (or sigma points). The sigma vectors are created based on the state covariance.
They are then propagated in time using the system equation and the weighted mean of the
resulting states is the estimate. The error covariance between the sigma vectors and the
outputs is then used to calculate the Kalman Gain matrix and to correct the estimate. This
allows the UKF to perform state estimation for nonlinear systems [22]. The difference to
the EnKF is that the sigma vectors are then reseeded, based on the new state covariance.
The EnKF, on the other hand, propagates the same ensembles further in time. A downside
of the UKF is the number of sigma vectors, which is typically twice the number of states.
For FLORIDyn, this would result in hundreds to thousands of sigma vectors. Variational
data assimilation methods optimize an initial state to fit the past outputs produced by
the model over an assimilation window. The identified state can then be used to predict
future model behavior. In particular, 4D-Var is used with success for meteorological and
flow simulations [23], similar to the EnKF. This frequently leads to the question when to
choose one over the other [24]. What makes 4D-Var unsuited for FLORIDyn is that the OPs
with the identified state leave the system boundaries and are disregarded. As a result, the
algorithm would put effort into estimating states which do not have an influence anymore
at the current time step nor in the future. We conclude that the EnKF remains the most
practical and promising approach for the simulation circumstances of this work.

To summarize, dynamic–parametric analytical wake models, such as FLORIDyn, grow
in popularity. They can approximate dynamic flow behavior within a wind farm at a low
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computational cost, which makes them suitable for real-time closed-loop wind farm control.
In order to make meaningful control decisions, the model state needs to be equal to the real
wind farm state. To align the two states, an estimation framework is needed. The review
of existing methodologies suggests that the Ensemble Kalman Filter is the most suitable
estimation framework but requires some adaptation.

The main contribution of this paper is an Ensemble Kalman Filter framework to
jointly estimate the background wind speed and wind direction in a wind farm, using the
dynamic parametric wind farm model FLORIDyn. The presented framework is innovative,
as wind speed and wind direction estimation are generally treated as separate problems.
The work further contributes to the recent efforts to explore how the Ensemble Kalman
Filter as a method can be used to estimate the states of Lagrangian particle simulations.
The estimation is based on already available turbine data such as the power generated
and wind vane measurements. The results and insights of this work are also relevant for
other dynamic parametric wind farm models mentioned earlier [8–11] as well as for other
Lagrangian particle simulations.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses FLORIDyn’s
properties and presents the resulting Ensemble Kalman Filter framework. Results obtained
with the new framework are presented in Section 3. Section 4 draws conclusions and gives
an outlook for future work.

2. Materials and Methods

In order to implement the proposed Ensemble Kalman Filter approach, FLORIDyn
needs to be described as a state-space system. We will approach this problem by first
discussing the properties of the FLORIDyn algorithm and the resulting differences to other
simulation types in Section 2.1. Following these insights, we present different ways to
formulate the Ensemble Kalman Filter framework in Section 2.2. We will also discuss
extensions of its formulation. The mathematical notation of the paper is as follows: italic,
non-bold letters denote scalars (e.g., x, CP), bold, lowercase letters denote column vectors
(e.g., xOP, µWF), column vectors with hats denote state estimates (e.g., x̂WF), with bars
averages (e.g., x̄WF). Bold, uppercase letters denote matrices (e.g., A,C), matrices with tilde
represent matrices modified by weighting or localization (e.g., Ã, C̃). Square brackets orga-
nize equations or define matrices and vectors, round brackets are function inputs, properties
or units.

2.1. Properties of the FLORIDyn Approach

FLORIDyn is a particle simulation approach to model the dynamic behavior of wind
turbine wakes given environmental conditions. In practice, so-called Observation Points
(OPs) are created at every time step and propagate downstream with the free wind speed
and along the main wind direction. The term free wind speed refers to the assumed
background wind speed, unaffected by the wakes. The OPs inherit the state of the turbine
at their time of creation. This allows them to calculate the wake of the turbine at and
around their location. The detailed process is described in [7]. The wind field states used
for propagation (wind speed, direction and ambient turbulence intensity) are also part of
the states of an OP. The full state of an OP is given by its location xL,OP, the turbine states
attached to it xT,OP and the wind field states xWF,OP. Combining all OP states, the system is
then propagated as follows: xL(k + 1)

xT(k + 1)
xWF(k + 1)

 =

AL,L 0 AL,WF(xWF(k))
0 AT,T 0
0 0 AWF, WF

 xL(k)
xT(k)

xWF(k)

+ . . .

δ(xL(k), xT(k), xWF(k))
0
0

+

BL 0 0
0 BT 0
0 0 BWF

 lT(k)
xT,0(k)

xWF,0(k)

 , (1)
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where xL refers to all OP location states, while xT and xWF refer to all stored turbine states
and the stored wind field states, respectively. The matrices AL,L, AT,T and AWF,WF have a
similar lower-diagonal block structure which ensures that one state is propagated to the
next row for each turbine and its OPs. The propagation of the OPs following the main wind
direction and wind speed is described by the matrix AL,WF(xWF(k)). The nonlinear term
δ(xL(k), xT(k), xWF(k)) describes the centerline deflection, as the model presented in [7]
describes only OPs moving along the centerline. This term is zero in the presented work, as
yaw-misalignment is not part of the later presented case studies. A detailed description can
be found in [25]. As inputs, there are the turbine rotor locations lT(k), the current turbine
state xT,0(k) and the current wind field state at the turbine locations xWF,0(k). The turbine
rotor locations are used to determine where the OPs are created, and the remaining inputs
serve as information stored in those newly created OPs. The full system is described in
more detail in Appendix A.1.

In order to estimate the wind field states, they have to be observable. This depends
on the way the output of the simulation is defined. We assume that we can only measure
at the locations of the turbines and treat the turbines as sensors in our framework. For
the wind direction, we assume to have a wind vane available at the turbine location. To
estimate the background wind speed, we can utilize the power generated. This way, the
algorithm requires the least input from the turbine and utilizes already available data. On
the FLORIDyn side, the power generated is estimated by calculating the effective wind
speed at the turbine location and the power coefficient CP:

Pturbine
!
= P̂FLORIDyn =

1
2

Arot ρ CP û3
eff (2)

ûeff = ûfree

nT

∏
i=1

[1− ri] , (3)

where ûfree is the estimate of the free/background wind speed, stored in the OPs, and all
other variables with hat symbol are derived estimates. The rotor area is Arot, ρ denotes the
air density, and ri denotes the wind speed reduction by the i-th wind turbine wake. The
power coefficient CP = 4a(1− a)2 is calculated based on the actuator disc theory, which
in this work is solely based on the axial induction factor as yaw is not part of the study
[26]. We assume greedy control for all turbines and set a to the Betz limit of 1/3. The wind
speed reduction is based on the Gaussian wake model [25] and implemented as described
in [6]. Note that the power generated is dependent on û3

eff, which makes an estimation
of the wind speed, and its uncertainties, even more relevant. Equation (3) uses the free
wind speed at the turbine locations, which is based on the OP state xWF. It is necessary to
understand how all states are connected to the few estimates at the turbine locations to
ensure observability. In the model presented in [7], the states of the closest upstream and
downstream OP would be used to interpolate the free wind speed. This was motivated by
a similar approach in the initial FLORIDyn implementation [5]. If we define a vector ûfree
as (intermediate) output of our system at every turbine location, the output matrix could
look as follows:

ûfree = C(k) xWF,u (4)

C(k) =
[

1 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 w1 w2 0 · · · 0

]
, (5)

where C(k) is the time-varying output matrix of the state-space system and w1, w2 are the
non-zero interpolation weights. Note that Equation (5) is formulated for a two-turbine case
where the first turbine is uninfluenced and the second one is in the wake of the first one.
The free wind speed at the second turbine is estimated from two OPs in the wake of the
first turbine, based on the weights w1 and w2. Note that we only use the velocity entries of
xWF. This formulation creates a very sparse C matrix. Figure 1 visualizes this by coloring
the OPs which are used to determine ûfree.
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Figure 1. Interaction between OPs and a turbine: the initial case only considered the two closest OPs
(upper figure), while the weighted case considers a broader range of OPs (lower figure) to estimate
the wind field states at the downstream turbine location.

It is here where the inherent issue lies of applying the Ensemble Kalman Filter frame-
work. The EnKF will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.2, but the main idea is that
the estimator works by employing multiple versions of the model, all evolving slightly
differently over time. As this is the case, the wind speed states of different ensembles
diverge and so do the locations of the OPs. Since the formulation of C is so sparse, different
OPs and therefore different states contribute to the wind speed estimate in each ensemble.
The estimator framework is built around the premise to estimate and correct the same
state across all ensembles, which is no longer the case. Therefore, the formulation of C
has to be altered and its non-zero entries have to be wider spread, which leads to more
robustness across different ensembles. Furthermore, it has to be ensured that the same
states are identified across all ensembles. To solve this task, a method from a very similar
model is utilized: Lejeune et al. [10] employ a spatio-temporal averaging approach to
weight the wind field states. We adopt this approach in FLORIDyn by weighting every OP
based on its downwind and crosswind distance to the location of interest and based on the
time passed since its creation. At the location of interest, the weighted average of all OPs’
states returns the free wind speed estimate. We calculate the weights using a Gaussian
function [10]:

w(ddw, dcw, tOP) = exp

(
−
[

d2
dw

2σ2
w,dw

+
d2

cw
2σ2

w,cw

])
exp

(
− [t− tOP]

2

2σ2
w,t

)
, (6)

where ddw and dcw are the downwind and crosswind distance to the location of interest,
tOP is the time at which the OP was created and t is the current time. Figure 1 indicates how
a broader range of OPs is now considered. This weighting also introduces three new tuning
constants σw,dw, σw,cw and σw,t, which control the downwind, crosswind, and temporal
width of the Gaussian weighting function, respectively.

This way of calculating the weights is applied in two places. First, the calculation of the
C matrix is adapted. Its entries become larger for close and younger OPs, and they become
smaller for older, further away OPs. The same method is now also applied to the calculation
of the propagation distance of the OPs, which is represented by AL,WF(xWF(k)) in Equation
(1). This change overcomes the issue of one OP overtaking the other and preserves the
low-frequency changes in the wind field. In addition to the weight parameters used in [10]
for the wind speed, a new set of weight parameters are introduced for the wind direction
state. This allows for a more adaptive tuning. As discussed in Section 3, we assume the
wind direction to have a much larger area of ”validity” than the wind speed, which we
assume to be more local. Additionally, we also assume that wind direction measurements
change more uniformly, which is why we decrease the weight with time stronger than with
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the wind speed estimates. To implement this change, the matrix AL,WF(xWF) in Equation
(1) has to be extended by a weighting matrix WWF, as well as weighting its input:

ÃL,WF(k, xL, xWF) = AL,WF(WWF(k, xL) xWF)WWF(k, xL) . (7)

The structure of WWF(k, xL) is given in Appendix A.2. The changed version of
Equation (1) is given in Equation (8). A visual representation of the weights can be seen as
part of the results in Figure 11.

2.2. Ensemble Kalman Filter Formulation

The Ensemble Kalman Filter works by employing a model multiple times with varying
starting states [13]. Additionally, it is assumed, as with all Kalman Filter formulations,
that both the states and the measurements are corrupted with a Gaussian white noise
disturbance. This randomly generated noise, along with the different starting states,
ensures that the states of the different ensembles diverge over time. The average of a state
across all ensembles is its estimate and the variance is its uncertainty.

Equation (1) is adapted as follows: xL(k + 1)
xT(k + 1)

x̂WF(k + 1)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x(k+1)

=

AL,L 0 ÃL,WF(k, xL, x̂WF)
0 AT,T 0
0 0 AWF, WF


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A1

 xL(k)
xT(k)

x̂WF(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

x(k)

+ . . .

δ(xL(k), xT(k), x̂WF(k))
0
0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

A2

+

BL 0 0
0 BT 0
0 0 BWF


︸ ︷︷ ︸

B

 lT(k)
xT,0(k)

x̂WF,0(k)


︸ ︷︷ ︸

u

+

 0
0

µWF


︸ ︷︷ ︸

µ

, (8)

where µWF is the added noise to the wind field state. The noise combines the noise for
wind speed µu ∼ N (0, Qu) and wind direction µϕ ∼ N (0, Qϕ), which are assumed to be
Gaussian noise. All ensembles are propagated in time using Equation (8) with individually
generated noise.

Due to the fact that x̂WF is perturbed individually for all ensembles, and that the values
of x̂WF are coupled to xL, this state also changes differently for all ensembles. Depending
on how far the ensembles have diverged from one another, the x̂WF states are at different
locations in the different ensembles. The EnKF framework, however, assumes the states
to describe the same location. This is an inherent characteristic for all simulations which
include, or consist of, Lagrangian markers, particles traveling based on their own state.
In the literature, there are two proposed ways to address this issue: The first option is to
map the ensemble states to a common grid. The state correction is then applied at common
locations. The corrected states are then mapped back onto the individual ensemble states.
An alternative is to enhance the state with the markers position. These are then also
estimated and corrected. The idea is that the location of the OPs is correlated with the states
causing the propagation. This method can significantly increase the size of the problem,
but it also returns more information. In the case of FLORIDyn, this framework would then
also correct the location of the wake. To decrease the complexity of the problem, we apply
the former method. Rather than creating a new grid, we first calculate the mean position
of the OPs x̄L across all ensembles and then apply the weighting (Equation (6)) to find the
representative state of the ensemble at x̄L. This can be seen as a coordinate transformation
from the states of the ensemble to the mean states of all ensembles. The corrected state
would then need to be projected back onto the ensemble states; however, an inversion of
the weighting matrix is numerically difficult. We therefore further simplify this step by
assuming that the inverse is equal to an identity matrix. This assumption is supported by
the fact that the weighting matrix has a diagonally dominant structure for the OPs which
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are in the wind field area. It is to be expected that this assumption cannot hold for more
diverging wind directions and for areas where no state correction is possible.

From this point onwards, we will refer to the resulting state of Equation (8) as a forecast
state, which is marked by an f as the upper left index. If measurements are available, the
forecast state fx̂WF, ei of ensemble ei is corrected using the difference in predicted outputs
and measured outputs with Equation (9). The result is the analysis state ax̂WF, ei . The
general formulation of the analysis step is as follows:

ax̂WF, ei =
fx̂WF, ei + K

[
dei − g

(
xL, ei , xT, fx̂WF, ei

)]
(9)

ax̂WF, ei =
fx̂WF, ei , (10)

where K is the Kalman gain matrix, g
(

xL, ei , xT, fx̂WF, ei

)
describes the nonlinear output

function which converts the ensemble field state to the predicted measurements and dei is a
set of polluted system measurements. We assume xT to be equal across all ensembles. If no
measurements are available, Equation (10) is used to determine the analysis state instead
of Equation (9).

We assume that the wind direction and wind speed are uncorrelated and can be
corrected independently. Therefore, the calculation of the Kalman gain matrix is split into
Ku to correct the wind speed and Kϕ to correct the wind direction. For the correction of the
wind speed, the power generated is used as a nonlinear output. For the wind direction, we
assume a direct measurement at the turbine location. Therefore, the output function also
varies and Ku and Kϕ have to be calculated in a similar yet different manner. This will be
discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the
correction from the point of view of a single ensemble.

<latexit sha1_base64="l1EvxA1mwpf797adp4eVeszbaoI=">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</latexit>

u(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="l1EvxA1mwpf797adp4eVeszbaoI=">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</latexit>

u(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZnepGtWw+ze5tqUc/Wci6D5e/c8=">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</latexit>

ax̂WF, ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="ZnepGtWw+ze5tqUc/Wci6D5e/c8=">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</latexit>

ax̂WF, ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="6QGLSo6EAdb7G5S1V+HttLelO00=">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</latexit>

fx̂WF, ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="6QGLSo6EAdb7G5S1V+HttLelO00=">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</latexit>

fx̂WF, ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="cxF4D96OWOjgAkZzK5gQWvTolts=">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</latexit>

fx̂ei
(k + 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="cxF4D96OWOjgAkZzK5gQWvTolts=">AAAC83ichVFNT9tAEH24tOWjlECPXFIipFRIkY0Q5YigRb1UohIBJEyjtdkkq/hL9gYltfwX+AO9Vb1y41r+B/0tHHheTKWCEGutZ/bNm7czO14SqEzb9vWE9WLy5avXU9Mzs2/m3s7XFhYPsniY+rLtx0GcHnkik4GKZFsrHcijJJUi9AJ56A12yvjhmUwzFUf7epzIk1D0ItVVvtCEOrVmXnzvuu/dUOi+183dvtD5qCg6uavlSOey6KiiOVh1PnRqDbtlm1V/7DiV00C19uLaX7g4RQwfQ4SQiKDpBxDI+B3DgY2E2AlyYik9ZeISBWaYOyRLkiGIDvjv8XRcoRHPpWZmsn3eEnCnzKxjhXvXKHpkl7dK+hntDfcPg/WevCE3ymWFY1qPitNG8StxjT4Zz2WGFfO+luczy640utg03SjWlxik7NP/p/OJkZTYwETq+GyYPWp45nzGF4ho26ygfOV7hbrp+JRWGCuNSlQpCuqltOXrsx6O2Xk41MfOwVrL2Witf1tvbG1XA5/CEpbR5FQ/YgtfsMc6fJzjEn9wZQ2tn9Yv6/cd1Zqoct7hv2Vd3AJMaaAO</latexit>

fx̂ei
(k + 1)

<latexit sha1_base64="pu9qAMLecxl4AVTfVfgvypvXQmk=">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</latexit>

ax̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="pu9qAMLecxl4AVTfVfgvypvXQmk=">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</latexit>

ax̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="C7/rRvVMF7UGISRFfWb3zRSwBYI=">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</latexit>

fx̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="C7/rRvVMF7UGISRFfWb3zRSwBYI=">AAAC8XichVFNT9tAEH24pU0otCk99hIaFcElchBqe4ygrbggBakBpDhEa7NJVvGX7A1Kavkf8Ae4oV576xX+CPyWHvq8NZVaVLHWembfvHk7s+PGvkq1bd8sWI8eLz55WqkuPVteef6i9nL1MI2miSe7XuRHybErUumrUHa10r48jhMpAteXR+5kt4gfnckkVVH4Rc9j2Q/EKFRD5QlNaFBbz/KTobPmBEKP3WHmjIXOZnk+yBwtZzqT+UDlG5PNQa1hN22z6vedVuk0UK5OVLuFg1NE8DBFAIkQmr4PgZRfDy3YiIn1kRFL6CkTl8ixxNwpWZIMQXTC/4inXomGPBeaqcn2eIvPnTCzjrfcn42iS3Zxq6Sf0v7k/mqw0X9vyIxyUeGc1qVi1SjuE9cYk/FQZlAy72p5OLPoSmOID6YbxfpigxR9en90PjKSEJuYSB2fDHNEDdecz/gCIW2XFRSvfKdQNx2f0gpjpVEJS0VBvYS2eH3WwzG3/h3qfedwq9l619w+2G60d8qBV/Aab7DBqb5HG3vosA4P5/iBK1xbqXVhXVrfflOthTLnFf5a1vdfBFufng==</latexit>

fx̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="pDEGv5PRs8uxrP1+w39m14oQgh4=">AAAC+XichVHLTttAFD24Lx59pLBkEzVCCpvIqSLaJSoPsUGiEgEkjKKxmTij+KXxBAGW/6I/wK7qtrtu4SfgW1j0eDBIFFWMNb53zj33zL1z/SxSuXHd6ynnxctXr99Mz8zOvX33/kPj4/xenk50IPtBGqX6wBe5jFQi+0aZSB5kWorYj+S+P16r4vsnUucqTXbNWSaPYhEmaqgCYQgNGp3Qi+TQtL1YmJE/LLyRMMVpWQ4Kz8hTU8hyoMr2eNnTKhyZ5UGj5XZcu5pPnW7ttFCvnbRxAw/HSBFgghgSCQz9CAI5v0N04SIjdoSCmKanbFyixCxzJ2RJMgTRMf8hT4c1mvBcaeY2O+AtEbdmZhNL3JtW0Se7ulXSz2lvuc8tFv73hsIqVxWe0fpUnLGK28QNRmQ8lxnXzPtans+sujIY4qvtRrG+zCJVn8GDzjojmtjYRprYsMyQGr49n/AFEto+K6he+V6haTs+phXWSquS1IqCepq2en3WwzF3/x3qU2fvc6e70ul977VWv9UDn8YiPqHNqX7BKrawwzoC/MAfXOLKKZwL56fz647qTNU5C3i0nN9/AeyMou4=</latexit>

g (x̂ei
(k))

<latexit sha1_base64="pDEGv5PRs8uxrP1+w39m14oQgh4=">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</latexit>

g (x̂ei
(k))

<latexit sha1_base64="vJ3kKf5DyjNO3HVjd4Czaue5s80=">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</latexit>

f (x̂ei
(k),u(k)) + µei

<latexit sha1_base64="vJ3kKf5DyjNO3HVjd4Czaue5s80=">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</latexit>

f (x̂ei
(k),u(k)) + µei

<latexit sha1_base64="ENCsTKGdBej+ZSzpGv8QQyBrB3A=">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</latexit>

C',ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="ENCsTKGdBej+ZSzpGv8QQyBrB3A=">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</latexit>

C',ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="KB/iTTE27TluKxeKiDETHo6xy7k=">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</latexit>

P̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="KB/iTTE27TluKxeKiDETHo6xy7k=">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</latexit>

P̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="uc9j71wjhoOmBlKoALjy7hA8sg4=">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</latexit>

'̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="uc9j71wjhoOmBlKoALjy7hA8sg4=">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</latexit>

'̂ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="OS+5xoA74vpPR3t4mljZM6zEQaU=">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</latexit>

'(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="OS+5xoA74vpPR3t4mljZM6zEQaU=">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</latexit>

'(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZKKcPvNj8oymHzlg9mfSCzkcSt8=">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</latexit>

P(k)
<latexit sha1_base64="ZKKcPvNj8oymHzlg9mfSCzkcSt8=">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</latexit>

P(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="7E8c847OAuQjMx37MX3fb/Y7aD4=">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</latexit>

✏P, ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="7E8c847OAuQjMx37MX3fb/Y7aD4=">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</latexit>

✏P, ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="htNBApY36ZmxFRnihhSM7ug9rqA=">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</latexit>

✏', ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="htNBApY36ZmxFRnihhSM7ug9rqA=">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</latexit>

✏', ei
(k)

<latexit sha1_base64="9F1V1S/Y8aNjB9rnr9W2Zeo7YcI=">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</latexit>

z�1
<latexit sha1_base64="9F1V1S/Y8aNjB9rnr9W2Zeo7YcI=">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</latexit>

z�1
<latexit sha1_base64="aUBHD64kecJdVKld3cjgr0x8CuY=">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</latexit>

Ku(k)
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Figure 2. Block diagram of an ensemble with correction. The left box (−−) describes the state
propagation within the ensemble. If no measurements are available, the system keeps progressing
the state, and all ensembles diverge due to the influence of noise. The right box (−·) describes the
comparison of the measurements with the estimates and the resulting correction. Elements connected
to the wind direction are colored in dark blue, while elements related to the wind speed are colored
in orange. Products and functions have a one-line frame; values have a double line frame.

It visualizes how the estimated wind field states are converted into estimates at the
turbine location. The wind direction is determined by a time-varying output matrix, and
the wind speed is determined by a nonlinear function which converts the wind speed into
power generated. Both estimates are then compared to the polluted measurements. The
difference is multiplied with the respective Kalman gain matrix and the forecast states
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are corrected and fed back into the ensemble. Figure 3 visualizes which calculations are
executed for all ensembles and which calculations are used only once. The calculations are
mainly based on the EnKF literature and adapted for this case; for more information on the
EnKF, see [13,27].

2.2.1. EnKF Correction of the Wind Speed

To calculate the Kalman gain matrix Ku, we follow an approach also used in [19],
which allows the use of a nonlinear output function. First, the averaged state error matrix
fEx̂WF,u is calculated:

E fx̂WF,u
=

1√
ne − 1

[
fx̂WF,u,e1 −

fx̄WF,u, fx̂WF,u,e2 −
fx̄WF,u, . . . , fx̂WF,u,ene

− fx̄WF,u

]
, (11)

where fx̂WF,u, ei describes the wind speed estimate of the i-th ensemble and fx̄WF,u describes
the average across all ne ensembles. The same is calculated for the output of the ensembles:

EP̂ =
1√

ne − 1

[
P̂e1 − P̄, P̂e2 − P̄, . . . , P̂ne − P̄

]
, (12)

where P̂ei denotes the estimation of power generated by the i-th ensemble, which is directly
dependent on fx̂WF,u as shown in Equations (2) and (3). We can now calculate the state-
output error correlation covariance matrix, Equation (13), and the output error covariance
matrix, Equation (14):

eC fx̂WF,u, P̂ = E fx̂WF,u
E>P̂ (13)

eC P̂, P̂ = EP̂ E>P̂ , (14)

In parallel, the power measurements P from the wind turbines have to be polluted:

Pei = P + εi,P εi,P ∼ N (0, RP) (15)

where εi,P is an artificial error with a Gaussian distribution, an average of 0 and the
covariance matrix RP. The matrix RP is a parameter which needs to be set based on prior
knowledge and tuning. If no random perturbations are added to the measurements, the
variance of the analyzed ensembles becomes too low [28]. The wind speed is then corrected
as follows:

Ku = eC fx̂WF,u, P̂

[
eC P̂, P̂ + RP

]−1
(16)

ax̂WF,u,ei =
fx̂WF,u,ei + Ku

[
Pei − P̂ei (

fx̂WF,u,ei )
]

. (17)

2.2.2. EnKF Correction of the Wind Direction

We assume to have a measurement of the wind direction available at the turbine
locations. The state error fExWF, ϕ is calculated equivalently to Equation (11). Contrary to
the wind speed estimation, it is then used to calculate the state error covariance matrix:

eCxWF,ϕ , xWF,ϕ = fExWF,ϕ
fE>xWF,ϕ

. (18)

To obtain the relation between the states and the output, the output matrix Cϕ,ei is
needed. It is given by the rows of the weighting matrix WWF(k, xL) which combine fxWF,ϕ
to a wind direction estimate at the OP at the rotor plane; see Equation (7). Due to the fact
that OPs are slightly differently located in each ensemble, Cϕ,ei is slightly different in each
ensemble. We assume that Cϕ,e1 ≈ Cϕ,e2 . . . Cϕ,ene

to a degree where the basic assumptions
of the EnKF still hold. However, we are diverging from the traditional calculation by
generating individual Kϕ,ei for each ensemble, based on the different Cϕ,ei matrices. The
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wind direction measurements ϕ are also polluted with an error εi,ϕ ∼ N (0, Rϕ), which is
equal to the power measurements in Equation (15). As with RP, Rϕ is a parameter that
needs to be set. The resulting analysis step is described by:

Kϕ,ei =
eCxWF,ϕ , xWF,ϕ C>ϕ,ei

[
Cϕ,ei

eCxWF,ϕ , xWF,ϕ C>ϕ,ei
+ Rϕ

]−1
(19)

ax̂WF,ϕ,ei =
fx̂WF,ϕ,ei + Kϕ,ei

[
ϕei
− Cϕ

fx̂WF,ϕ,ei

]
. (20)

Note how the Equation pair (19) and (20) differs from (16) and (17): Equation (19) uses
the state-error-covariance matrix and a linear output matrix, where Equation (16) uses the
output-error-covariance matrix and the output-to-state-error-covariance matrix. As a result,
Equation (20) corrects based on a linear relation of the output to the estimated state, while
Equation (17) compares outputs with a nonlinear relation to the estimated state.

Figure 3 shows the difference between the single Ku for the wind speed reduction
and the multiple matrices to correct the wind direction. Generally, this approach is not
desirable as it requires more calculations and therefore more computational effort. We
chose it as we had access to the exact output matrices and were therefore able to reduce the
number of approximations in the correction. Furthermore, the later discussed test case is a
nine-turbine case, which means that the to-be-inverted part of the Kalman gain calculation
is a 9× 9 matrix, which resembles a manageable computational cost. As the number of
turbines grows, a single Ku matrix becomes much more desirable.

Figure 3. Block diagram of the correction across all ensembles. The yellow, top boxes describe all
ensembles, running in parallel. If no measurements are given, the forecast state is used as an analysis
state, and the ensembles diverge further. If measurements are given, the wind speed (orange) and
direction (dark blue) states are corrected. The measurements and their perturbations are given at
the bottom of the figure with thin double lined frames. Without perturbation, the variance of the
ensembles would become too low [28].

2.2.3. Localization

The EnKF works under the premise that enough ensembles are simulated to approxi-
mate the correlation among the states and measurements. In order to decrease the number
of ensembles needed for the error covariance approximation, prior knowledge of the system
can be used to modify the covariance matrices. In practice, this is completed by calculating
an additional covariance matrix based on the distance of the state to each other. This covari-
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ance matrix is then multiplied with the state-error covariance matrix and the output-to-state
error covariance matrix.

eC̃xWF,ϕ , xWF,ϕ = CxL, xL ◦
eCxWF,ϕ , xWF,ϕ

eC̃ fx̂WF,u, P̂ = CxL, xL,T ◦
eC fx̂WF,u, P̂

eC̃ P̂, P̂ = CxL,T, xL,T ◦
eC P̂, P̂ ,

(21)

where ◦ is the Hadamard product, CxL, xL is the localization covariance between all states,
CxL, xL,T is the localization covariance between all states and the OPs at the turbine locations,
and CxL,T, xL,T is the localization covariance between the OPs at the turbine locations among
each other. As the initial OPs are placed at the turbine location, CxL,T, xL,T and CxL, xL,T

are subsets of CxL, xL . To calculate the localization covariance, we follow [29] and use a
piece-wise defined polynom with a characteristic cut-off length l. Every element ci,j(d, l) of
the covariance matrix connecting OPi and OPj is then calculated as follows, based on their
distance d to one another:

ci,j(d, l) =



1 d = 0

− 1
4

[
d
l

]5
+ 1

2

[
d
l

]4
+ 5

8

[
d
l

]3
− 5

3

[
d
l
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− 1
12
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− 1
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[
d
l
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[
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− 5

3

[
d
l

]2
− 5 d

l + 4− 2
3

[
d
l

]−1
l < d ≤ 2l

0 2l < d .

(22)

The equation is based on the work of [30], which also offers alternative functions. The
state and output covariance matrices in Equations (16) and (19) are subsequently replaced
by their modified equivalents, which are defined in Equation (21).

3. Results and Discussion

This section presents the results of the introduced framework. The parameters chosen
for the simulation are discussed in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we apply the framework to a
test case where FLORIDyn is used as both the reference system and the ensemble system. In
a second step, Section 3.3 showcases a setup where an LES simulation is used as reference.

3.1. Ensemble Kalman Filter and Localization Parameters

Table 1 lists the used parameters for the EnKF framework and the new weighting
method introduced in FLORIDyn. For the other FLORIDyn parameters, see [7]. The
number of ensembles defines how well the covariance matrices are approximated, but with
every ensemble, also a new FLORIDyn simulation has to run. Preliminary tests suggested
that using 50 ensembles yields acceptable results: the estimate becomes noisy for a few
ensembles (<20), and the results do not change significantly for higher numbers (tested up
to 150). The correction frequency Cf determines how often the framework is called and has
to be a multiple of the FLORIDyn simulation frequency, which is set to 0.25 s−1. The noise
on the measurements and states is assumed to be uncorrelated and is therefore described
by an identity matrix, which is multiplied by a factor. The factors were chosen based on
the variance of the measurements in the LES simulation. The noise perturbation for the
wind direction had to be increased to allow for a faster correction. The cut-off length for
the localization function was set in accordance to be roughly double the spatial component
of the weighted average function, scaled by

√
10/3, which is motivated by the findings of

[31]. The values for the weighted average calculation of the wind speed are inspired by
[10] but were modified. The initial values were lower for σw,t,u and higher for σw,dw,u. This
led to unreasonable weighting areas during major wind direction changes. Therefore, we
adapted the values to hold value longer but over shorter downwind distance. The weight
for the crosswind distance σw,cw,u was also set lower, which led to very little interaction
between downstream turbines and passing wakes. The value was therefore increased.
The wind direction weights are set by manual tuning and intuition: as the wind direction
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changes, the entire flow field changes, and we can assume a more global effect than with
wind speed. If the age of the OPs would not be punished more heavily by the weighting,
old wind direction measurements would prohibit a change. We therefore chose to give the
wind direction state a wide influence area but a short lifespan. All values should be seen as
educated estimates and not necessarily as part of a final parameter set.

Table 1. Parameters used in the Ensemble Kalman Filter framework.

Ensemble Kalman Filter Localization

ne (-) Cf (s−1) lu (m) lϕ (m)
50 1/12

√
10/3× 500

√
10/3× 1000

Noise Per 4 s

RP (MW) Rϕ (deg) Qu (ms−1) Qϕ (deg)
0.1 · InT 3 · InT 0.4 · InOP 3 · InOP

Weighted Average

σw,dw,u (m) σw,cw,u (m) σw,t,u (s) σw,dw,ϕ (m) σw,cw,ϕ (m) σw,t,ϕ (s)
256 126 256 512 512 50

3.2. FLORIDyn as Validation Platform

To understand the behavior of the developed algorithm, we first use FLORIDyn itself
as a validation platform. This allows us to model flow conditions, which could be hard to
generate in high-fidelity simulations. We also can carve out the differences of the FLORIDyn
model by itself and FLORIDyn within the EnKF framework. This gives us an idea about the
contribution of the EnKF framework. To this end, we consider a nine-turbine case subject
to heterogeneous wind speed and wind direction changes. The 3× 3 wind farm layout
is described in Figure 4. All nine DTU 10 MW turbines [32] are placed with equidistant
spacing of 900 m, which is roughly equivalent to f ive turbine diameters. The FLORIDyn
model is propagated as described in Equation (8), excluding the noise term. During the
1200 s simulation duration, both the wind direction and speed change heterogeneously
throughout the field. The wind direction is initialized with 255 deg and then changes
at rates between 0.2 deg s−1 and 0.05 deg s−1 to 280 deg. Figure 4 shows the start and
end directions as well as the transitions for the different turbines. The wind speed is
changed in a similar manner from 8 to 10 m s−1 at rates between 0.02 and 0.01 m s−2. Yaw
misalignment is not part of the presented case.
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Figure 4. The left figure depicts the wind farm layout which is used in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, along
with the main wind directions in both cases. The right figure depicts the transition between the flow
variables for the different turbines during the FLORIDyn reference simulation.

Figure 5 depicts the power generated by the center row turbines, T3, T4 and T5. The
leftmost turbine, T3, experiences only free stream conditions, and the only change in power
generated stems from the increase of wind speed. As the EnKF needs to adapt to the
changing wind speed, the predicted power generated trails the reference with a delay of
≈ 10 s. The other two turbines, T4 and T5, are subject to upstream wakes and show a
reduction in power generated due to passing wakes during the wind direction change.
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Both also show that the EnKF predicts the reduction in power generated, but contrary to
the prior case, and counter intuitively, the EnKF does not follow the reference simulation
but leads it. To understand this effect, we have to look at the state correction: the EnKF
has the capability to change the states of shed OPs whereas the FLORIDyn simulation only
adds new data to the OPs at the turbine locations. As a result, downstream OPs in the
EnKF simulation correct their state while they initially remain unaffected in the FLORIDyn
simulation. The effect is that the wake in the EnKF adapts sooner to the new wind direction
and crosses the downstream turbines earlier than in the FLORIDyn simulation.
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Figure 5. FLORIDyn as reference: the black line shows the FLORIDyn simulation, the orange line
shows the estimate with 1, 2 and 3 standard deviations.

This difference can be seen in Figure 6 where the reference state is compared to the
EnKF estimate along with the respective wake locations in white and black. The EnKF
simulation shows a similar heterogeneous state distribution as the reference but at a higher
value. The resulting difference shows that the EnKF is uniformly at the same or higher
value than the reference simulation. The difference plot also shows how the EnKF wake
has progressed further south than in the reference case. Figure 7 depicts a similar behavior
where the reference states show bigger differences in the background wind speed than the
estimated state. The estimated state is more uniform and suggests a more steady change of
the wind speed throughout the flow field.
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Figure 6. Estimated background flow field wind direction compared to the reference at t = 564 s.
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Figure 7. Estimated background flow field wind speed compared to the reference at t = 804 s.
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To conclude, the framework creates smoother, low-pass filtered flow fields. The EnKF
adds a spatial connection to the FLORIDyn simulation that it, in this implementation,
would not have otherwise. This is due to the correction capabilities of the EnKF: the
state-error-correlation calculation and the wider localization area connect and change states
which are not necessarily connected by the spatio-temporal averaging alone, which is
applied in FLORIDyn. This could be changed by narrowing the localization window or
by widening the spatio-temporal average influence. The EnKF is furthermore able to track
heterogeneous flow field changes.

3.3. SOWFA as Validation Platform

We now consider a more realistic and complex setting, in which we use the developed
EnKF FLORIDyn framework to estimate the flow field state during a 60 degree wind
direction change. We use a high-fidelity large-eddy simulation performed with SOWFA
(Simulator fOr Wind Farm Applications) [33] as ground state. Section 3.3.1 describes the
simulation setup and case. The wind speed and direction state estimation results are
discussed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively. Section 3.3.4 highlights the influence of
spatial weighting on the state correction. Finally, Section 3.3.5 looks at the power generated.

3.3.1. Simulation Case

The wind farm layout is identical to the case discussed in the previous Section 3.2 and
is shown in Figure 4. Differences are that the wind direction changes from 255 degrees
before t = 600 s to 195 degrees at t = 900 s and afterwards. In SOWFA, the turbines are
subject to turbulent inflow at roughly 6 % ambient turbulence intensity and an average
wind speed of 8.2 m s−1. The case has been used in previous FLORIDyn publications, such
as [7] and has been described in greater detal in [6]. The SOWFA setup files and output
data are available at [34].

For the evaluation, two snapshots are considered: one at t1 = 600 s, when the wakes
are fully developed within the wind farm boundaries, and one at t2 = 840 s, during the
wind direction change. Animations of the full simulation are available at [35] along with
data to recreate the flow field plots and power generated.

3.3.2. Wake Location and Estimated Wind Speed

Figure 8 shows the SOWFA flow field at t1 and t2, as well as the SOWFA flow field
overlaid with the FLORIDyn OPs and contour lines. The estimated flow field overlaps
well with the SOWFA simulation and follows the curved wakes, which are caused by
the wind direction change. At its current development stage, FLORIDyn cannot model
wake-meandering effects, which are present in the SOWFA flow field.
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Figure 8. The left figure pair depicts the SOWFA flow field before and during the wind direction
change at t1 = 600 s and t2 = 840 s, respectively. The right pair superimposes contour lines of the
estimated FLORIDyn flow field as well as the OPs.

The estimated FLORIDyn wind speed state is depicted in Figure 9, along with the
standard deviation, calculated by the relation between the ensembles. The wind speed
estimate is relatively uniform, which is also the case in the SOWFA simulation. Coarser
patterns of lower and higher wind speeds can be seen for the three turbine rows. The lower
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row of T6, T7 and T8 does also show the same lower wind speeds in the SOWFA simulation
(consider Figure 4 as reference for the turbine numbering). The standard deviation is below
0.3 m s−1 and does not show a meaningful pattern. During the wind direction change,
the standard deviation rises for some downstream areas but remains bounded. The filter
properties of spatio-temporal averaging strongly contribute to this result, as small-scale
changes are averaged out. The area influenced by the averaging is discussed in detail in
Section 3.3.4.
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Figure 9. The estimated effective wind speed flow field is depicted in the left figure pair, once in
steady state at t1 = 600 s and once at t2 = 840 s, during the wind direction change. The right figure
pair shows the respective standard deviation.

3.3.3. Wind Direction States

The wind direction changes uniformly throughout the wind farm and is not subject to
turbulent changes, such as the wind speed. Therefore, noise is only introduced by means
of system noise and added measurement noise. If these are chosen too low, the EnKF trusts
the model state too much and adapts too slow during the actual state change. Knowledge
about the flow field effects is crucial to set the noise magnitude: in this simulation, the
wind direction changes with 0.2 deg s−1. Consequently, the system noise and measurement
noise have to be chosen higher. The Gaussian noise is set to 0.75 deg s−1 for both the
measurement and the system noise. In steady state, however, the difference between the
estimated and true state is minimal. This can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The left figure pair shows the difference to the true value and the value extrapolated from
the OPs’ wind direction states. A blue color indicates that the extrapolated wind direction is trailing
the true value during the direction change. The true values are 255 deg at t1 = 600 s and 207 deg at
t2 = 840 s, left and right, respectively. The right figure pair shows the standard deviation of the state
values based on the variance across the ensembles.

During the wind direction, the error increases, but due to the introduced noise, the states
are corrected and the error remains within small bounds within the wind farm. Outside of the
wind farm, little to no corrections are made, and the states keep diverging across all ensembles,
which are visible in Figure 11. This is also mirrored in the standard deviation plot in Figure 10,
where the areas between the wind turbines, with wake overlap, show the lowest values.

3.3.4. Weighting and Corrections

The previous results underlined the importance of the applied spatio-temporal weight-
ing as well as the localization. The results also show how the weighting changes the
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way FLORIDyn acts as a simulation and how it defines boundaries to what the EnKF can
correct. This section looks at a part of the simulation in detail to quantify and understand
these implications.

Figure 11 focuses on the upper third of the wind farm area and the states within it.
During steady state, the focus lies on the OP states of the turbines T0, T1 and T2. During
the wind direction change, the wakes of T0, T1 and T2 leave the observed area, which is
why the now more present wakes of T3, T4 and T5 are discussed instead. The displayed
metrics from top to bottom are the wind speed state of the OPs, the wind direction state
of the OPs, the weights for the wind speed averaging, the weights for the wind direction
averaging and the SOWFA flow field overlapped with the FLORIDyn contour lines.
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Figure 11. This figure compares the simulation state at the start and during the wind direction change.
The top two figure rows visualize the states of all OPs connected to Turbine 0 to 2, at t1 = 600 s and of all
OPs connected to Turbine 3 to 5, at t2 = 840 s. The figures show the state value of the OPs with 1, 2 and 3
standard deviations (std) as orange plot and y-axis, and the std alone as black plot and y-axis. A gray
area marks the OPs which have left the wind farm boundaries. The x-axis denotes the state index, e.g.,
10 relates to the 10th OP. The dotted lines mark a reference value: for the wind direction, this is the true
value; for the wind speed, this is the average precursor speed. Below the OP states are three rows of flow
field plots. They show a third of the wind farm to allow for a more detailed look. The upper two show
the weights used for the weighted average calculation; see Equation (6). These figures also show the state
indexes in the wakes of the referenced turbines. The lower row shows the SOWFA flow field overlapped
with the contour lines of the FLORIDyn simulation. The dataset [35] provides animations of the state
figures for all cases and animations of the flow field.

The wind speed state plots show the estimate of all OP states for three turbines with
±1, 2, 3 standard deviations, as well as a reference line at 8.2 m s−1. The reference is the
mean wind speed across the wake free flow field and only gives an indicator of where
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the estimate should be. The figures also show the development of the standard deviation
separately as a black line. The leftmost states are closest to the turbine, while the rightmost
are furthest away. The gray areas indicate where the states leave the wind farm boundaries.
Every 10th state (or OP) is marked in the weight plots to aid the interpretation across the
plots.

Looking at the wind speed state, it is notable that the standard deviation remains rather
constant at or below 0.2 m s−1 within the wind farm bounds, but it then increases as the
OPs move farther away from the wind farm region. This means that within the wind farm,
the turbines and their measurements keep the variance bounded. As the OPs leave the
wind farm bounds, this effect diminishes, and the system noise leads to a divergence of
the ensembles. A noticeable difference between the variance of the wind speed states and
the later discussed wind direction states is the fact that the wind speed variance does not
significantly decrease within the wind farm bounds. This might be expected as the OPs
travel past downstream turbines, which act as correcting sensors. The lack of significant
correction can be explained by the wind speed weight plot. It shows the influence by the
OPs based on the spatio-temporal weighting. Due to the weighting parameters chosen for
the wind speed, the area of the influence of an OP has very little overlap with a neighboring
wake. The states within a wake therefore tend to develop more independently from other
wakes in this wind direction. During the wind direction change, however, the wakes cross
and areas of locally lower variance can be seen in the wakes of T3 and T4. These OPs with
lower variance are roughly in the direct neighbourhood of the wind turbines T1 and T2. For
instance, the OPs of T3 passed T2 60 s (=15 time steps) prior to the snapshot—this reduced
the variance of the OPs in the proximity of T2, which then traveled further. The lowered
variance can now be seen around OP 70 in the wake of T3.

The reduction of the variance is more dominant with the wind direction states, as the
framework assumes a wide area of influence of OPs due to the spatio-temporal weighting.
This allows the EnKF to cross-correct from one wake to another. The weighting plot also
shows how the wide area of influence decreases with the age of the OPs: OPs close to
their turbine have high values, but already, the weights of OP 10 and 20 have decreased
significantly. In contrast, the wind speed state weights remain longer at a high level. The
wind direction weights therefore encourage corrections of OPs close to the turbines. Thus,
the estimated variance decreases in the proximity of the turbines, which is an effect that is
also visible in Figure 9. The weights and therefore the connection of measurement-to-state
decreases rapidly outside of the wind farm boundaries and the ensembles diverge. During
the wind direction change, the states within the wind farm are successfully corrected, while
states outside of the wind farm are not. Different from the wind speed states, the wind
direction reference resembles the true state, which is why the value is given in absolute
difference rather than absolute values.

3.3.5. Power Generated

The power generated is not one of the estimated states, but it is inherently linked to
them, as shown in Equation (2). Figure 12 depicts the power for six out of the nine turbines
in the EnKF framework and SOWFA.
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Figure 12. Power generated from six of the nine turbines. This reduction was made as the other
turbines are mostly in free stream conditions and do not add more information. The black line depicts
the SOWFA simulation as a reference, orange shows the EnKF estimate including 1, 2 and 3 standard
deviation boundaries. As the wind direction changes from t = 600 s to 900 s, T1, T2, T4 and T5
experience a reduction in wind speed due to the passing wakes. This leads to the sudden reduction
in the generated power.

The EnKF estimates the power generated 2700 times during the simulation, 300 values
per turbine, every 4 s. Out of these, 73.5% are within one standard deviation (as estimated
by the EnKF) from the SOWFA value, 90.7% are within two, and 95% are within three. This
does not quite match the Gaussian ideal distribution of 68%, 95% and 99.7%. The mean error
lies at 0.0452 MW, about 1% of the absolute power, while the root-mean squared error lies
at 0.4936 MW, which is about 11%. The small mean error seems to justify the assumption
that the surrogate model is error-free on average, which is a necessary assumption for
the EnKF. However, the wind speed state noise might be underpredicted. Another metric
which is sometimes used for the EnKF is how often the estimate is above or below the
measured value. If we understand the true system as another ensemble, the ratio should be
about 50%. For the power generated, this value lies at 53.56% in favor of an underestimate.
Note that these simulations have been run without parameter tuning of the underlying
analytical wake model, which would influence these results.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the same EnKF setup with different correction times,
once where the state is corrected every 12 s and once every 60 s. The vertical lines mark the
times at which the states are corrected. Note that the time window has been reduced to the
last 600 s of the simulation to allow for a clearer picture.
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Figure 13. Comparison of the predicted power generated by Turbine 1 in an EnKF framework which
is updated every 12 s to one which is updated every 60 s. The vertical lines indicate the frequency
of correction.

The simulation with the larger correction step shows a much wider variance cone
than the simulation with a shorter step, as the ensembles have more time to diverge.
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Nevertheless, the EnKF is able to track the reference signal under most conditions. A
significant decrease of the estimation quality becomes apparent during the wake passing,
which is much delayed compared to the SOWFA simulation. In a dynamic wind farm
control scenario, this could result in delayed actions which try to improve on a situation
that already happened. The delay stems from the fact that FLORIDyn as a surrogate model
assumes a steady-state input—during the estimation, the wind direction and speed do
become corrected but are then held until the next correction. This could be exchanged for a
momentum-driven approach, which continues to change the state based on the previous
rate of change. This is subject to further research. Whether such an extension would
be valuable can only be judged based on real measurement data and conditions. The
implications for this case are that the estimated wakes adapt too slow, and the difference
leads to a delayed wake overlap prediction as well as an overshooting of the power signal.
The overshooting is also present in some of the power estimates for turbines in the case
with a shorter correction step; see T4 or T5 in Figure 12 in a similar context. The dataset
[35] contains additional plots for intermediate correction times of 24, 36 and 48 s.

Lastly, Figure 14 compares the EnKF estimate of the power generated to previous
FLORIDyn results in [7]. Previous work used the Immersion and Invariance (I & I) estimator
to estimate the effective wind speed based on the rotor speed and generator torque [36].
The base model uses a set wind speed and a prescribed wind direction change. While the
base model is unable to mirror the influence of the turbulent wind speed in the reference
simulation, it is able to predict the timing of the wake overlap as well as the approximate
magnitude. Adding the I & I estimator couples FLORIDyn to the reference simulation
and removes the need for a prescribed wind speed. It also allows a close tracking of the
power generated. This model, however, still needs a prescribed wind direction. There
is furthermore no state correction. The EnKF framework includes both wind speed and
direction. It is further able to correct previously generated states and provides certainty
bounds for the estimate. On the downside is that this model needs to simulate multiple
versions of the same simulation, while previous results were obtained with one simulation.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the power generated by T1 in different FLORIDyn implementations. The
gray area indicates the time window during which the wind direction changes.

4. Conclusions

The presented work formulates an ensemble-based wind farm flow field estimation
framework which can estimate the background wind speed as well as the wind direction. It
is based on the dynamic parametric wind farm model FLORIDyn and utilizes the Ensemble
Kalman Filter approach to correct wind speed and direction across the simulation. The
approach was tested in a 3× 3 wind farm case with heterogeneous and changing flow
conditions. The results show that the framework is able to follow the flow field changes. Its
estimate and corrections strongly depend on the spatio-temporal averaging and localization
parameters. These can limit but also enable state corrections and are a vital part of the
inner workings of framework. This work also shows that the EnKF can be used to estimate
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the state of purely Lagrangian particle-based simulations. It further gives an idea on how
a state augmentation with the particle position can be avoided by instead projecting the
ensembles onto common particle positions. This is under the assumption that the particles
across different ensembles are not too far apart.

Given the broader context of wind farm flow control, this work presents an essential
building block for a realistic closed-loop dynamic control approach for operational wind
farms. Future work will need to address how the framework works in larger wind farms
and what the correct parameter choices are under realistic circumstances as well as what
framework extensions are necessary.
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Appendix A. State Space Description

This appendix describes two aspects of the state space description of FLORIDyn more
in detail: Appendix A.1 presents the system matrix and the input matrix of the FLORIDyn
model. Appendix A.2 then discusses how spatio-temporal weighting is applied in the
system matrix.

Appendix A.1. Simple Propagation

The following equations describe the state propagation in the FLORIDyn model and
the structure of the matrices:

 xL(k + 1)
xT(k + 1)

xWF(k + 1)

 =

AL,L 0 AL,WF(xWF(k))
0 AT,T 0
0 0 AWF, WF

 xL(k)
xT(k)

xWF(k)

+ · · ·

δ(xL(k), xT(k), xWF(k))
0
0

+

BL 0 0
0 BT 0
0 0 BWF

 lT(k)
xT,0(k)

xWF,0(k)

 . (A1)
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The matrix AL,L is given by

AL,L =


AL,L,T1 0 0 · · · 0

0 AL,L,T2 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0 · · · 0 AL,L,TnT−1 0
0 · · · 0 0 AL,L,TnT


nT·nOP,T·nL×nT·nOP,T·nL

(A2)

AL,L,Ti =



0 0 · · · · · · 0
AL,L,OP1 0 · · · · · · 0

0 AL,L,OP2

. . .
...

...
. . . . . . . . .

...
0 · · · 0 AL,L,OPnOP,T

0


nOP,T·nL×nOP,T·nL

(A3)

AL,L,OPi = InL , (A4)

where InL is the nL × nL identity matrix and nL describes the number of location states
per OP. The number of turbines is given by nT and nOP,T describes the number of OPs
per turbine. The matrices AT,T and AWF,WF are similar; they only differ in the size of their
smallest components: the matrices AT,T,OP and AWF,WF,OP differ in size as the number of
stored turbine and wind field states is different.

The matrix AL,WF(xWF(k)) is described by the same structure than AL,L; only the
smallest component differs:

AL,WF,OP =

∆t cos(ϕOP) 0
∆t sin(ϕOP) 0

0 0


nL×nWF

(A5)

where ∆t is the time step of the simulation and ϕOP is the wind direction at the location of
the OP. The number of wind field states is given by nWF. We assume here that the first state
is the wind speed.

The input matrices feed inputs into the first OPs of the turbine. For the location data,
this is defined as follows:

BL =


BL,T1 0 0 · · · 0

0 BL,T2 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

0 · · · 0 BL,TnT−1 0
0 · · · 0 0 BL,TnT


nT·nL·nOP,T×nT·nL

(A6)

BL,Ti =

[
I3 0
0 0

]
nL·nOP,T×nL

. (A7)

We assume here the same use of location states as described in [6,7], where world
coordinates are stacked on wake coordinates. The other two input matrices are defined
similarly, with the difference that BT,Ti and BWF,Ti consist only out of an identity matrix in
the first rows and not as in BL,Ti accompanied by zero columns:

BWF,Ti =

[
InWF

0

]
nWF·nOP,T×nWF

. (A8)
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Appendix A.2. Weighted Propagation

To apply a spatio-temporal weighting of the wind field states, the time-varying matrix
WWF(k, xL) is introduced and applied as follows:

ÃL,WF = AL,WF(WWF(k, xL) xWF)WWF(k, xL). (A9)

The matrix weights all OP states with respect to a location of interest. The locations
of interest in this case are the OPs themselves. As a result, row i contains the weights to
sum the influence of all OP states onto OP i. The weights are calculated by Equation (6)
and then normalized by the sum of the row. To calculate the time weight, the location
of the OP within the state vector can be used along with the time step of the simulation
∆t. If a variable time step is used, this needs to be adapted. In the presented work, only
the wind speed and direction are weighted. Weights are denoted as wi,j,u or wi,j,ϕ, where
i is the OP of interest, j is the OP influencing OPi and u or ϕ represent the wind speed
or direction, respectively. Furthermore, we use three wind field states: the wind speed,
direction and ambient turbulence intensity. No weighting is applied to the latter but could
be implemented in a similar fashion. The matrix WWF is then assembled as follows:

WWF(k, xL) =


WWF,1,1(k, xL) WWF,1,2(k, xL) · · · WWF,1,nOP(k, xL)
WWF,2,1(k, xL) WWF,2,2(k, xL) · · · WWF,2,nOP(k, xL)

...
...

. . .
...

WWF,nOP,1(k, xL) WWF,nOP,2(k, xL) · · · WWF,nOP,nOP(k, xL)

 (A10)

WWF,i,j(k, xL) =

wi,j,u(k, xL) 0 0
0 wi,j,ϕ(k, xL) 0
0 0 wi,j,I0

 (A11)

wi,j,I0 =

{
1 if i = j
0 otherwise

. (A12)

Note that the row-sum of WWF(k, xL) must return a vector of 1.
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